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   60 sold in past month

Flawnt 100% memory foam

Its density remains uniform and conforms to your personal head and neck
contour

Allows you to sleep perfectly at night and restore your �gure all night.

You can adjust and shape the pillow so that it �ts your back stomach and lying
on your side.

Promote correct back, neck and spine alignment.

Price: $ 49.99

Quantity:    1 

Buy Now Add to Cart

Review list

Adrian Jacque      2020-09-03 10:30:12

The quality is very good, it is soft and comfortable to lie on, very happy! Five-star praise

sai      2020-07-21 15:42:48

The quality of the pillow is very good and there is no problem, there is no broken place, and the thread ends are �ne.

Kameron Garrett      2018-10-20 12:35:03

The color di�erence is consistent with the picture description.

Jo McDoodle      2018-10-08 23:39:21

Very good, very thick, very soft, the fabric is very good, will not run, no peculiar smell, a little taste is normal, has been used

Jill Brooks      2020-07-19 21:45:16

Flu�y and soft, yet very supportive. like very much.

Cristal      2020-07-21 15:42:48

really comfortable

JZuver      2020-07-05 20:19:31

very good, can feel the feeling of feathers, sleeping at night is really a cloud sleep experience!

Adele      2018-10-15 14:57:18

I deliberately slept for a few nights before evaluating it. It was very comfortable.

Conway       2018-11-18 20:01:26

There is nothing to say about the feeling of a �ve-star hotel!

Curt McAdams      2018-10-14 13:37:43

The smell is smelled, there is basically no peculiar smell, only the faint smell of new things just bought, it is a great shopping, it is worth
buying.
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